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Background
In the past few years, there has been a significant growth in the
number of electric vehicles (EVs) being produced, and there are 10.8
million EVs on the road at the end of 2020. EV as a new generation
vehicle causes less air and noise pollution than internal combustion
engine vehicles. However, EV brings a serious burden to the power
utilities in the power grid. To reduce the power generation problem, a
part of recent studies proposed a variety of optimization approaches
to coordinate EV charging strategy in public charging stations. For
the residential EV users, who charges the EV at home with a private
charger, it is a challenge to detect EV charging demand distribution
among the large-scale electricity customer data.

The EV charging event data and non-EV user data are merged and
fed to the EV detection model through a GRU network.
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To correctly detect EV user load profile, this paper proposes an
imbalanced EV user and non-EV user load data processing method
based on dynamic time warping (DTW) for high efficiency while
handling the imbalanced data. Then a multi-layer gated recurrent
units (GRU) network with low time consumption and high
performance of imbalanced EV detection is constructed.
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Figure 3: The architecture of a GRU node
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Figure 1: The working process of EV detection problem

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW): The DTW distance between EV
charging event C and electricity consumption records L:
X
DT W (C, L) = min W [
d(wl )].
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The optimal warping path of DTW(C, L) can be modeled as a
dynamic programming problem:
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Figure 4: The validation accuracy of the four methods

Summary

Figure 2: DTW distance in two time series electricity load data

In this paper, a novel DTW-GRU framework has been proposed to
detect the EV user profiles from massive residential customer
electricity load data. To improve the GRU network performance, the
DTW is applied to identify more EV charg- ing events as the extra
input data by comparing the outstanding EV charging events with the
EV user’s other load profiles. Then, a GRU network has been
proposed to train the model by the balanced data. The proposed
DTW-GRU has been tested in EV and smart meter data from
Victoria, Australia. The results shown DTW-GRU significantly
improves the EV user classification accuracy.
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